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Abstract. Compared with the original standard, the greatest change
that WAPI (Chinese WLAN security standard) implementation plan
made lies in the key-agreement protocol in WAI (Wireless Authenti-
cation Infrastructure). This contribution presents a security analysis of
the WAI module in the implementation plan with the Canetti-Krawczyk
(CK) model. The results indicate that if the elliptic curve encryption
scheme ECES adopted is secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext at-
tack (CCA2 attack), then its key-agreement protocol is secure in the CK
model, and it realizes the mutual identity authentication between STA
(station) and AP (access point).

1 Introduction

The Chinese WLAN standard GB 15629.11-2003 [1], the first issued Chinese
standard in the field of WLAN, has been formally implemented since Novem-
ber 1, 2003. Its security mechanism WAPI (WLAN Authentication and Privacy
Infrastructure) consists of two parts: WAI and WPI (Wireless Privacy Infrastruc-
ture). They realize the identity authentication and data encryption respectively.
In March of 2004, China Broadband Wireless IP Standard Group of National IT
Standardization Technical Committee drafted out WAPI Implementation Plan
[2], which improves the original standard and fixes its some security weaknesses.
Compared with the original standard, the greatest change the implementation
plan made lies in the key-agreement protocol in the WAI module. Currently, it
is said that the Chinese National Administration for Cryptography would open
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the cryptography algorithms in WAPI before long. In January 2006, the related
national departments stated that the high priority would be given to the wireless
products that meet national wireless standards when they purchase the related
products for the government.

So, it is significant to evaluate the security of the WAPI implementation plan.
However, as far as we know there are no articles that systemically analyze the se-
curity of WAI in the implementation plan, especially in a rigorous formal method.
This contribution analyzes the security of WAI in the implementation plan with
the CK model [3]. The results indicate that: (1) its key-agreement protocol is
secure in the CK model if the elliptic curve encryption scheme ECES adopted
is secure against CCA2 attack; (2) it realizes the mutual identity authentication
between STA and AP.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview
of the CK model. In Section 3, WAI in the implementation plan is given. We
analyze it in Section 4. This paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 The CK Model

At present, the CK model is a very popular formal methodology for the analysis
of key-agreement protocols [4]. In this section, we give a brief description of the
CK model.

A key-exchange (KE) protocol is run in a network of interconnected parties
where each party can be activated to run an instance of the protocol called a
session. A KE session is a quadruple (A, B, X, Y ) where A is the identity of
the holder of the session, B the peer, X the outgoing messages in the session,
and Y the incoming messages. The session (B, A, Y, X ) (if it exists) is said to
be matching to the session (A, B, X, Y ). Matching sessions play a fundamental
role in the definition of security.

2.1 Attacker Model

The attacker is modeled to capture realistic attack capabilities in open networks,
including the control of communication links and the access to some of the secret
information used or generated in the protocol. The attacker, denoted M, is an
active “man-in-the-middle” adversary with full control of the communication
links between parties. M can intercept and modify messages sent over these
links, it can delay or prevent their delivery, inject its own messages, interleave
messages from different sessions, etc. (Formally, it is M to whom parties hand
their outgoing messages for delivery.) M also schedules all session activations
and session-message delivery. In addition, in order to model potential disclosure
of secret information, the attacker is allowed access to secret information via
session exposure attacks of three types: state-reveal queries, session-key queries,
and party corruption.

State-reveal query. A state-reveal query is directed at a single session while still
incomplete (i.e., before outputting the session key) and its result is that the
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attacker learns the session state for that particular session (which may include,
for example, the secret exponent of an ephemeral DH value but not the long-term
private key used across all sessions at the party).

Session-key query. A session-key query can be performed against an individual
session after completion and the result is that the attacker learns the correspond-
ing session key.

Party corruption. Party corruption means that the attacker learns all information
in the memory of that party (including the long-term private key of the party
as well all session states and session keys stored at the party); in addition,
from the moment a party is corrupted all its actions may be controlled by the
attacker. Indeed, note that the knowledge of the private key allows the attacker
to impersonate the party at will.

2.2 Definition of Session-Key Security

In addition to the regular actions of the attacker M against a key-exchange
protocol, he can perform a test session query. That is, at any time during its
run, M is able to choose, a test session among the sessions that are completed,
unexpired and unexposed at the time. Let k be the value of the corresponding
session key. We toss a coin b, b R←−{0,1}. If b=0 we provide M with the value k.
Otherwise we provide M with a value r randomly chosen from the probability
distribution of keys generated by this protocol. The attacker M is not allowed
state-reveal queries, session-key queries, or party corruptions on the test session
or its matching session. At the end of its run, M outputs a bit b’ (as its guess
for b).

An attacker that is allowed test session queries is referred to as a KE-adversary.

Definition 1. Session-key Security: A key-exchange protocol is called
Session-key secure (or SK-secure) if the following properties hold for any KE-
adversary.

1. The protocol satisfies the property that if two uncorrupted parties complete
matching sessions then they both output the same key; and

2. the probability that M guesses correctly the bit b(i.e., outputs b’=b) is no
more than 1/2 plus a negligible fraction ε in the security parameter. ε is
called “advantage”.

3 WAI in the Implementation Plan

WAI adopts port-based authentication architecture that is identical with IEEE
802.1X. The whole system is composed of STA, AP, and Authentication Service
Unit (ASU). In WAI, digital certificate is used as the identity credential. The
interaction procedure of WAI in the implementation plan is shown in Fig.1. From
this figure, we can see that WAI consists of two parts: certificate authentication
and key agreement.
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Fig. 1. WAI in the implementation plan

In WAI of the implementation plan, certificate authentication maintains same
as that of the original standard. In this process, STA sends its public key cer-
tificate and access request time to AP in the access authentication request. AP
sends its certificate, STA’s certificate, access request time and AP’s signature
on them to ASU in the certificate authentication request. After ASU validates
the AP’s signature and the two certificates, it sends the certificates validation
result, STA’s access request time and its signature on them to STA and AP.

Compared with the original standard, the implementation plan made rather
big improvement in the key-agreement protocol. In this plan, the key agreement
request has to be initiated by AP in which its signature is required, and a message
authentication code by STA is needed in the key agreement acknowledgement.
The following is the key agreement process in the implementation plan which is
shown in Fig.2.

1. AP sends key agreement request to STA. AP generates a random value
r1 and encrypts it using PKSTA (the public key of STA) with the elliptic
curve encryption scheme ECES. This request also includes the security pa-
rameter index SPI and an AP’s signature on the message. The signature
algorithm is the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm ECDSA.

2. STA replies to AP with the key agreement acknowledgement. Upon
receipt the key agreement request, STA decrypts PKSTA(r1) to get r1. It
also generates its random value r2 and computes the unicast host key k= r1⊕

r2. Then STA extends k with KD-HMAC-SHA256 algorithm to get the
session key kd, the integration check key and message authentication key
ka. STA encrypts r2 using PKAP (the public key of AP) with the ECES
algorithm. Thereafter, STA computes the message authentication code of
this acknowledgement message with ka through HMAC-SHA256 algorithm.

3. AP processes the key agreement acknowledgement message. Upon
receipt the key agreement acknowledgement, AP decrypts the PKAP (r2) to
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STA AP

SPI,ENC(PKSTA, r1), SigAP (SPI,ENC(PKSTA, r1))�

SPI,ENC(PKAP , r2), HMAC − SHA256ka(SPI,ENC(PKAP , r2))�

SPI=the MAC of the STA‖the BSSID of the AP‖STA’s access request time

Fig. 2. The key agreement protocol in the implementation plan

get r2. It also computes the host key k, the session key kd, the integration
check key and message authentication key ka. Thereafter AP validates the
message authentication code from STA. If valid, STA is permitted to access
the networks; otherwise AP discards this acknowledgement message.

4 The Security Analysis of WAI in the Implementation
Plan

In the certificate authentication, AP makes signature on the certificate authen-
tication request, and ASU makes signature on the certificate authentication re-
sponse. Both these messages include STA’s access authentication time which
ensures the freshness of the signatures. Therefore ASU can authenticate AP’s
identity and STA can authenticate ASU’s identity. In addition, STA trusts ASU.
So STA can authenticate the identity of AP indirectly after the certificate au-
thentication. That is, STA binds the MAC address of AP with its identity. And
it just accepts the key agreement request from the AP. At the same time, AP
authenticates the certificate provided by STA.

The key-agreement protocol in the implementation plan is denoted by π. In
the following, we will prove that π is SK-secure without PFS [5]. That is, the
protocol is SK-secure, but does not provide forward secrecy of the session keys.
In order to prove that π is SK-secure, we define a “game” as follows.

4.1 The Design of an Encryption Game

Let (G, ENC, DEC ) be a key-generation, encryption and decryption algorithm,
respectively, of a public-key encryption scheme that is secure against CCA2
attack [6]. Let K be the security parameter. STA and AP have invoked G(K )
to get their public and private key pairs.

This game integrates the CCA2-security of ENC with the key-agreement pro-
tocol [3, 6]. We will proceed to show that if an attacker can break the SK-security
of π , then he can win the game, i.e., he can break the CCA2-security of ENC.

The two participants in the game are G and B. G is the party against which
B plays the game. G acts as a decryption Oracle. B is the attacker of protocol
π. He leverages the abilities he gets in the attack of π to take part in this game.
The game is shown in Fig.3.
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The Encryption Game

The parties to the game are G and B (for good and bad). G possesses a
pair of public and private keys, PKSTA and SKSTA (generated via the
key generation algorithm G). B knows PKSTA but not SKSTA.

Phase 0: G provides B with a challenge ciphertext c∗=ENC (PKSTA,r1

) for r1
R←− {0, 1}K.

Phase 1: B sends a triple (c, r, t) to G who responds with HMAC-
SHA256k′

a
(t). (k′

a = last(KD-HMAC-SHA256(k′)), k′ = r
⊕

r′, r′ =
DEC(SKSTA, c). The last( ) is a function that extract out the last six-
teen bytes from a bit string.) This is repeated a polynomial number of
times with each triple being chosen adaptively by B (i.e., after seeing G’s
response to previous triple), but he keeps r unchanged in every triple.

Phase 2: B sends a test string t∗ = (SPI ||PKAP (r)) to G. Then G
chooses a random bit b R←−{0,1}. If b=0 then G responds with HMAC-
SHA256k′′

a
(t∗) where k′′

a=last(KD-HMAC-SHA256(k′′)), k′′ = r1
⊕

r, r1

is the value encrypted by G in phase 0. If b=1 then G responds with a
random string s∗ of the same length as HMAC-SHA256k′′

a
(t∗).

Phase 3: Same as Phase 1.

Phase 4: B outputs a bit b’ as the guess of b.

And the winner is... B if and only if b=b’.

Fig. 3. A game that captures the CCA2-security of the encryption function ENC

The following notes are made about the game. The challenging ciphertext c∗

in phase 0 is also the ciphertext sent by AP in the key agreement request of
π . In phase 1, B randomly chooses a test ciphertext c, random value r and
string t, and sends them to G for process. It should be noticed that B cannot
simultaneously chooses c∗ and t∗ as the input of G. B keeps r unchanged in every
triple in order to reduce the difficulty of the attack.

4.2 Security Analysis of the Key-Agreement Protocol in WAI

According to Definition 1, in order to prove that π is SK-secure, we have to
argue that it can meet two requirements. The first one is that STA and AP
can get a same session key after they complete matching sessions. The second
one is that B cannot distinguish the session key kd from a random value with a
non-negligible advantage. In the following, we will prove that π can meet these
two requirements.

Lemma 1. If the encryption scheme ECES is secure against the CCA2 attack,
then at the end of protocol π, STA and AP will complete matching sessions and
get a same session key.
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Proof. Since the signature algorithm ECDSA is secure against existential forgery
by adaptive chosen-message attack [7], in addition, SPI in the key agreement
request can guarantee the freshness of this message, and bind this message with
the two communication parties, the attacker cannot forge or modify the request
message.

In addition, the attacker B cannot forge a key agreement acknowledgment
message. Let’s prove this with the reduction to absurdity. It is assumed that the
attacker can forge an acknowledgment message with a non-negligible probability
during the run of the protocol π. That is, he can choose a random value (say
r3) and forge a message authentication code that AP can validate. Then B takes
advantage of this ability to run the game above. In Phase 1, he also chooses r3 as
the random value r in the triple, while selects c and t randomly. Then, in Phase
2, he can work out HMAC-SHA256k′′

a
(t∗) because this value is same as the forged

message authentication code in the key agreement acknowledgment. Therefore
the attacker can distinguish HMAC-SHA256k′′

a
(t∗) from s∗ and guess correctly

b in Phase 4, thus wins the game, which indicates that the encryption scheme is
not CCA2-secure. This contradicts with the presupposition. So during the run
of protocol π , the attacker cannot forge a key agreement acknowledgment with
a non-negligible probability.

Therefore STA and AP will complete matching sessions and get a same session
key at the end of protocol π, if ECES is CCA2-secure. ��
Lemma 2. If the encryption scheme ECES is secure against the CCA2 attack,
the attacker cannot distinguish the session key kd from a random value with a
non-negligible advantage.

Proof. It is assumed that the attacker B can distinguish the session key kd from
a random value with a non-negligible advantage η1. In the CK model, the KE-
attacker is not permitted to corrupt the test session or its matching session,
so the attacker B cannot directly get the session key kd from the attack of
π . While kd = first(KD-HMAC-SHA256(k)) (The first( ) is a function that
extracts out the first sixteen bytes from a bit string), so the attacker B has
only two possible methods to distinguish kd from a random value. The first
one: B learns k. The second one: B succeeds in forcing the establishment of a
session (other than the test session or its matching session) that has the same
session key as the test session. In this case B can learn the test session key by
simply querying the session with the same key, and without having to learn
the value k. In the following, we prove that neither of these two methods is
feasible.

The first method means that, from the attack of π , the attacker can distin-
guish k = r1

⊕
r2 from a random value with a non-negligible advantage. Based

on this ability, B also can distinguish k′′ = r1
⊕

r from a random value with a
non-negligible advantage. This is because r in the k′′ is selected by the attacker
himself, which makes the difficulty that he distinguishes k′′ from a random value
no bigger than that he distinguishes k from a random value. It is assumed that
the advantage that B distinguishes k′′ from a random value is η2, then η2 ≥ η1.
And because k′′

a= last(KD-HMAC-SHA256(k′′), B can get k′′
a . Further, he can
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work out HMAC-SHA256k′′
a
(t∗) with a non-negligible probability, which enables

the attacker to win the encryption game. That means that the encryption scheme
is not secure against CCA2 attack. This contradicts the presupposition. So the
attacker B can not get k with a non-negligible probability. Then this method is
not practical.

As for the second method, there are two strategies that the attacker can
take. (1) After STA and AP complete the matching sessions, the attacker B
establishes a new session with AP or STA. But the session key of this ses-
sion will not be kd, because the encrypted random value is chosen randomly by
AP or STA. (2) When AP and STA perform the key agreement, B intervene
this negations, and makes them get a same session key without the completion
of the matching sessions. That is, under the attack of B, STA and AP can-
not complete matching sessions but get a same session key. But from Lemma
1, we know that if the encryption scheme ECES is secure against the CCA2
attack, B cannot succeed in this intervention. So this method is not feasible
either.

Let us sum up the analysis above. The attacker B neither can get the host key
k, nor can he force to establish a new session with STA or AP that has the same
session key as the test session. So the attacker cannot distinguish the session key
kd from a random value with a non-negligible advantage. ��

Theorem 1. If the encryption scheme ECES adopted is secure against CCA2
attack, then π is SK-secure without PFS.

Proof. According to Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we know that STA and AP will get
a same session key after the completion of matching sessions and the attacker
cannot distinguish the session key from a random value with a non-negligible
advantage. Then in accordance with Definition 1, protocol π is SK-secure. In
addition, if the private keys of STA and AP are compromised, the attacker can
get the random values exchanged and can work out all the session keys that have
been agreed about. Thus this protocol cannot provide PFS. So we can get that
the key-agreement protocol is SK-secure without PFS. ��

In addition, for AP, this is an explicit key authentication protocol [8] , and it
is SK-secure, therefore AP can authenticate the identity of STA at the end of
this protocol. At the same time, in the key agreement request, AP’s signature
includes STA’s access request time, therefore STA also can authenticate AP’s
identity. So, AP and STA can authenticate each other’s identity through the
WAI module.

5 Conclusion

We analyze the WAI module in the implementation plan with the CK model.
The results show that if the encryption scheme ECES adopted is secure against
the CCA2 attack, then its key-agreement protocol is SK-secure without PFS; in
addition, through this module, STA and AP authenticate each other’s identity.
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